PROPOSED CHARGES FOR TSS  10/8/71

I) A basic machine rate of $200 per hour, divided up as proposed in "A note on charging" of 8/17/71. This results in the following rates:
   (rounded to 2 figures.)
   CPU                                $130.00 per hour
   EGS                                 $ .29 per 10³-words-hour
   Temporary disk                      $ .047, per 10³-sector-hour

II) A connect charge rate so set that the effective connect charge for no activity is
   Direct wired TTY                   $2.00 per hour
   Dial up lines                      $2.50 per hour

III) Permanent disk space charged at the effective rate of temporary disk space for 200 hours per month. This rate will not depend on the number of hours the system is actually in service.
   Permanent disk space               $ .40 per 10³-sector-month